S E C U R I T Y
W O R K S H O P
ZIONVERIFIED
Our managed service provides
continuous vulnerability scans on
clients networks and applications.
They are performed and monitored
by our security experts who will
propose a solution to your
development team and validate
after remediation.

ZIONLABS
Our penetration testing team is
specialised in ethical hacking. They
execute penetration tests on
networks, infrastructures, WiFi,
web and mobile applications,
Internet of Things and industrial
systems.

ZIONSDLC

ZIONSTRATEGY

Our application security experts
help you to secure your
development lifecycle: coaching,
training of developers,
automated code review with
managed services from
Checkmarx, ... All what is needed
to produce secure code!

We offer companies a security
advisor/consultant on demand to
develop a strategy and a long-term
approach to security within their
organisation. Our experts have over
a decade in experience aiding our
clients in developing and guiding
them towards the most optimal
security strategy.

ZIONSECURED

ZIONUNIVERSITY

To secure websites and web
applications in the cloud, we
offer a Security-as-a-Service
(SaaS) solution trough the use of
Web Application Firewalls (WAF),
a shield that detects and blocks
attacks. It gives clients full
visibility in the attacks against
their web application.

Our training center provides
technical trainings about
application security, hacking of
websites,… At our office or on-site,
we can teach you and your team
the techniques commonly used to
violate and exploit corporate
networks, as well as the security
techniques used to protect you
against these attacks

HACK
YOURSELF
FIRST
TROY HUNT
June
1st & 2nd
2017

ABOUT

TROY HUNT

TIMETABLE

Troy Hunt will be coming back to Belgium after a succesfull
'Hack Yourself First' in January. For ZIONSECURITY, he will
be leading again this 2-day security workshop, teaching
professionals how to break into their own applications.
This workshop looks at security from the attacker's
perspective and takes you through the steps necessary to
exploit vulnerable software on the web so that you can
experience hacking first hand.

DAY 1

PRACTICAL
INFORMATION
WHERE?

09:00
09:30
10:00
10:30
10:45
11:35
12:30
13:30
14:30
15:20
15:35
16:05
16:40
17:00

Introduction
Discovering risks via the browser
Using an HTTP proxy
15 minute break
XSS
SQL injection part 1
Lunch
Mobile APIs
CSRF
15 minute break
Framework disclosure
Session Hijacking
Wrap up
End of day 1

AE - Architects for Business & ICT
Interleuvenlaan 27/B
3001 Heverlee (Leuven)

WHEN?
The 1st and 2nd of June 2017

" I'm Troy Hunt, an Australian Microsoft Regional Director
and also a Microsoft Most Valuable Professional for
Developer Security. I don't work for Microsoft, but they're
kind enough to recognise my community contri- butions by
way of their award programs which I've been an awardee of
since 2011. I get to interact with some fantastic people
building their best prod- ucts and then share what I know
about creating secure applications for the web with the
broader community.
I'm a Pluralsight author of many top-rating courses on web
security and other technologies. There's no better way to
get up to speed on a topic more quickly than through
professional training that you can take at your own pace. As
both an author and a student, I have nothing but positive
things to say about the breadth and quality of Pluralsight
courses. "

- Troy Hunt -

for more info:
https://www.zionsecurity.com/event/security-workshoptroy-hunt-187

DAY 2
09:00
09:50
10:30
10:45
11:35
12:30
13:30
14:30
15:20
15:35
16:05
16:40
17:00

Password cracking
Account Enumeration
15 minute break
FiddlerScript
HTTPS
Lunch
Content Security Policy
SQL injection part 2
15 minute break
Brute force attacks
Automating attacks and review
Wrap up
End of day 2

RESERVATION
Contact us through email on
INFO@ZIONSECURITY.COM
or by phone (+32)16 29 79 22 to
reserve a spot in this workshop

Wingepark 5B/102
B-3110 Rotselaar
(+32)16 29 79 22

